GEAR COUPLINGS AND SPINDLES FOR ROLLING MILL

www.cmdgears.com    www.cmd-couplings.com
PRODUCTS

- Gear tooth materials and heat treatments:
  - Alloy Steel > Hardened and tempered
  - > High depth gas nitriding
  - > Case hardened and tempered

- Size: Ø up to 1500 mm
**MANUFACTURING**

# Grinding
(Internal and external tooth grinding)

![Gear grinding NILES ZP15](image1)

**Customer benefits**

- **Improved lifetime**
- **High performance couplings**
- **High Quality**

# 3D Gear Checker

![Gleason Pfitzler P 2400 G](image2)

# Service

![PNC 260](image3)

**Erection on site**
RANGE OF COUPLINGS

Flexident Z

Flexident Z according to French steel industry standard (S45604-A)

Other couplings

Flexident Senior

Flexacier T

couplings@cmdgears.com
Tél. : +33 (0)1 34 63 12 24
www.cmdcouplings.com